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SPEAKERS’ BIODATA 
 
Zubair Khan  
 
He is a freelance network security consultant. He has been researching 
mainly on DDoS Attacks and also on various other facets of network security 
for the past six years. He has given network security consultancy to top 
organizations of Pakistan. Recently he worked as a network security 
consultant for C4i of Pakistan. C4i is one of the directorates of Pakistan Army 
providing secure mode of communication for peacetime and war. 
 
Zubair is founder of hacker’s conferences in Pakistan. His two major events 
Islamabad Hackers Training Camp 2004 and Islamabad Hackers Convention 
2005 turned out to be a huge success. These events created a platform for 
security professionals in Pakistan. He has also conducted security trainings at 
various forums, which includes government organizations. Chairman of 
Pakistan Engineering Development Board and Chairman of Pakistan 
Engineering Council recognize his research and work. His work and efforts to 
create network security awareness are greatly appreciated by high officials of 
country and also by media agencies. 
 
 
Fabio Ghioni  
 
He is an advisor to several Multinational Corporations as well as 
Governments. He is the leading expert in the field of information security, 
competitive intelligence and intrusion management in an asymmetric 
environment. As consultant to several different Government institutions he 
has been the key to the solution of several terrorism cases in the past. He 
has also been invited to talk at events such as the G8 summit and briefed 
leaders of the summit on cyber threats. He has serviced leading international 
corporations involved in the military, telecommunications, banking and 
technology industries. His key fields of research range from mobile and 
wireless competitive security to the classification of information and forensics 
technologies applied to identity management and ambient intelligence. 
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Roberto Preatoni  
 
He is the founder of the highly regarded and much referred to 
defacement/cybercrime archive Zone-H (http://www.zone-h.org). He’s also 
CEO of an International ITsec company (Domina Security) which is active in 
European and former soviet countries. He has been globetrotting, lecturing in 
several ITsec security conferences, including Defcon in the US. Several print 
and online newspapers have interviewed him where he shares his 
experiences relating to cyberwar and cybercrimes. 
 
 
 
Anthony Zboralski  
 
He leads Bellua Asia Pacific; an Information Security consulting company 
based In Jakarta, Indonesia. He has more than 9 years of experience 
performing penetration tests, assessments, forensics and related services for 
some of the largest banks in Asia and a dozen Fortune 500 companies 
including Aerospatiale, Air France, Allianz, AXA, Electricite de France and 
Lagardere-Matra. 
 
He is also known as Gaius, one of HERT cofounders and wrote some articles 
for phrack and hert.org (tunnelx, ciscogdb, procx, etc.). Anthony has been 
involved into hacking and security community since 1989 (started on x25 
with otosync and bayernpower [Matthias]). He is 29 now, living in Indonesia 
with wife and two kids. 
 
 
Jim Geovedi  
 
 
He is one of HERT’s cofounders. While most of his time goes towards 
providing information security advisory and training services to private 
enterprises and government in Indonesia through Bellua Asia Pacific, in his 
spare time Jim amuses himself by working on open-source security software 
and operating system development projects. 
 


